Polymeric pseudolatices bearing pilocarpine for controlled ocular delivery.
The pseudolatex-based ocular formulations of pilocarpine were prepared using different combinations of Eudragit RS 100 and polyvinyl pyrrolidone for prolonged and controlled release of the drug. The designed system was essentially based on polymeric pseudolatex dispersion. The process variables that effect the latex particle size, drug loading and release profiles of drug were studied. Preparations were evaluated for their in vitro performance with regard to release profile and diffusion co-efficient. The designed system exhibited linear relationship between cumulative drug release (Q) and square root of time (t0.5). The products selected on the basis of in vitro characterization were studied for in vivo performance evaluation. It was observed that the preparations exhibited in vivo prolonged therapeutic efficacy. Thus polymer based pseudolatices hold promise for controlled pilocarpine ocular delivery.